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Abstract

Object An approach has been recently introduced for

acquiring arbitrary 2D NMR spectra or images in a single

scan, based on the use of frequency-swept RF pulses for the

sequential excitation and acquisition of the spins response.

This spatiotemporal-encoding (SPEN) approach enables a

unique, voxel-by-voxel refocusing of all frequency shifts in

the sample, for all instants throughout the data acquisition.

The present study investigates the use of this full-refocus-

ing aspect of SPEN-based imaging in the multi-shot MRI of

objects, subject to sizable field inhomogeneities that com-

plicate conventional imaging approaches.

Materials and methods 2D MRI experiments were per-

formed at 7 T on phantoms and on mice in vivo, focusing

on imaging in proximity to metallic objects. Fully refo-

cused SPEN-based spin echo imaging sequences were

implemented, using both Cartesian and back-projection

trajectories, and compared with k-space encoded spin echo

imaging schemes collected on identical samples under

equal bandwidths and acquisition timing conditions.

Results In all cases assayed, the fully refocused spatio-

temporally encoded experiments evidenced a ca. 50 %

reduction in signal dephasing in the proximity of the metal,

as compared to analogous results stemming from the

k-space encoded spin echo counterparts.

Conclusion The results in this study suggest that SPEN-

based acquisition schemes carry the potential to overcome

strong field inhomogeneities, of the kind that currently

preclude high-field, high-resolution tissue characterizations

in the neighborhood of metallic implants.

Keywords Metal-implant artifacts � Field

inhomogeneities � High-definition MRI � Spatiotemporal

encoding � Frequency-swept pulses � Fully refocused

acquisitions

Abbreviations

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

FOV Field of view

RO Readout

PE Phase-encode

SS Slice-select

SPEN SPatio-temporal ENcoding

BP Back-projection

RF Radio frequency

TE Echo time

FID Free induction decay

FT Fourier transform

Introduction

Many orthopedic fractures and joint problems are treated

with the help of metallic implants [1]. While the
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mechanical status of such implants can be monitored via

standard radiographic and computerized tomography

techniques, complications arise when ailments accompany

this kind of implants. Such complications usually involve

inflammation or other kinds of softtissue reactions that are

more difficult to diagnose by strongly penetrating imaging

techniques like X-rays [2]. Given magnetic resonance’s

superiority in characterizing water-rich tissues, this

modality could serve as a method of choice in such cases.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), however, is signifi-

cantly challenged by the severe spatial distortions of the

magnetic field that metals—including non-magnetic

ones—induce in their vicinity [3], and as a result often

lacks radiological usefulness in the diagnosis of these ail-

ments. Invasive modalities, including surgery and the

injection of radio-sensitive contrast media, thus remain as

the main available options for obtaining suitable orthopedic

diagnoses in such cases.

In view of these challenges, numerous routes have been

explored and exploited over the years to improve MRI’s

ability to characterize tissues surrounding metals [4–7].

One of the most straightforward of these approaches

involves the use of spin echoes [8]. Additional avenues

involve constant-time phase-encoding approaches, and the

use of high intensity gradients that can partially overcome

the metal-driven field distortions. Although conceptually

simple, all these routes eventually face limitations stem-

ming from the facts that spin echoes carry their refocusing

solely for one instant of the data acquisition process; from

the relative inefficiency with which fully phase-encoded

approaches collect their data; or from the eventual limits

that gradient strengths can reach to overcome the field

distortions. In view of all this, a number of imaging tech-

niques, tailored specifically for performing MRI in the

neighborhood of metals, have been proposed and demon-

strated. These include the use of ultrashort echo times [9],

View-Angle-Tilting methods [10], Slice Encoding for

Metal Artifact Correction sequences [11], metal artifact

reduction sequences [12], and field-mapped based post-

processing algorithms [13]. The resulting protocols offer

improved immunity to field distortions, and can provide

diagnostic capability under conditions that until recent

years would have been considered overtly challenging.

Notwithstanding these improvements, the proximity of

metallic objects to the targeted region of interest (ROI) is

still a challenging, open problem in MRI. Indeed, beyond

the kind of image distortions that could eventually be

corrected by field mapping and post-processing, all imag-

ing protocols reach a limit beyond which they are not able

to deliver any spatial insight. This limit is usually associ-

ated with intravoxel dephasing that over the course of a

signal acquisition period is simply too strong to yield

observable signals, or to an intense signal pileup that

cannot be deconvolved by post-processing. An alternative

imaging approach has emerged in recent years, relying on

imparting a spatiotemporal—rather than the conventional

k-space—encoding [14]. Initially developed as a generic

approach for acquiring 2D NMR spectra within a single

scan [15, 16], this method termed spatial or spatiotemporal

encoding (abbreviated henceforth as SPEN; see Supple-

mentary Material available on-line for clarification of this

nomenclature), was shown to be highly useful in the con-

text of ultrafast (i.e., single-shot) 2D MR imaging, where it

offers a high robustness to field inhomogeneities when

compared to standard EPI [17–19]. When considered in an

imaging setting SPEN utilizes a frequency-swept excitation

or refocusing pulse [20]; as originally discussed by Pipe

[21], one of the most interesting features of such form of

encoding is the ensuing sequence’s ability to specifically

excite, refocus and read different locations within the

sample as a function of time. SPEN can thus be used to

implement a ‘‘full refocusing’’ scheme, whereby static T2
*

effects are refocused throughout each and every time point

of the acquisition process – and not just at the echo center

as in k-space encoding. This provides a signal enhancement

without the need for any a priori knowledge of the B0 field

distribution—an information that, if available, can still be

used at a post-processing stage to realign the image voxels

into their undistorted positions [19].

In view of these promising features, the present study

explores the feasibility of employing spatiotemporal

encoding for dealing with the extreme field distortions that

arise in the neighborhood of metallic objects. To this end, a

number of new multi-shot SPEN protocols were imple-

mented, and then tested on both phantom and in vivo

mouse models. The resulting images were subsequently

compared to images obtained using conventional spin echo

MRI analogues, while paying particular attention to keep-

ing the bandwidth and timing of all experiments as similar

to one another as possible.

Materials and methods

Theoretical considerations

As detailed descriptions of the principles underlying spa-

tiotemporal-encoding can be found in [14, 18, 19], we

circumscribe this paragraph to analyzing the new pulse-

sequences that were implemented in this study for dealing

with extreme field inhomogeneities. The analysis will

assume that SPEN was implemented along the object’s

y-axis while under the action of a general field inhomo-

geneity Dx rð Þ. As explained in further detail in the liter-

ature, SPEN is based on imparting a sequential excitation

of the spins in the presence of a constant gradient Gexc.
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Neglecting for simplicity the effects of chemical shift

offsets, this endows spins with a rotating-frame frequency

x ¼ cGexcyþ Dx rð Þ. As the offset being swept will rec-

ognize spins according to their frequency—rather than

according to their position—it is convenient to redefine

positions according to a y! ŷ� DxðrÞ
cGexc

coordinate transfor-

mation. Disregarding irrelevant constant-phase terms, this

excitation scheme leads to a space-dependent quadratic

phase profile equal to

/exc ŷð Þ ¼ c2G2
exc

2R
ŷ2 � c2G2

excLy

2R
ŷ ð1Þ

where Ly is the target field of view (FOV), R = cGexcLy/

Texc is the frequency sweep rate (in units of frequency/

time) of an RF pulse that has been calibrated to excite all

spins spanning a FOV �Ly=2. . .þ Ly=2
� �

over a time Texc,

and c is the gyromagnetic ratio. This expression is akin to

that presented in the literature [20–22], apart from the

aforementioned y! ŷ distortion of the spatial coordinate.

SPEN relies on the explicit quadratic phase-dependence in

Eq. (1), to reconstruct the spins’ density profile q yð Þ by

reading out the free induction decay (FID) signal in the

presence of an acquisition gradient Gacq. This can be

carried out directly and without using a Fourier Transform

(FT), owing to the fact that signals associated with a

parabolic phase profile will only reflect the contribution of

a single stationary point at which the phase’s spatial

derivative vanishes [23]. For all other regions, spins exhibit

rapid phase variations, hence interfere destructively within

their neighborhoods. Considering for concreteness our

reliance on a spin echo process which reverses the phase

evolution prior to detection, the resulting phase, reflected

during the signal acquisition as a function of time, is given

by

UFIDðy; tÞ ¼ �/excðŷÞ þ cGacqyþ DxðrÞ
� �

� t ð2Þ

The stationary phase approximation

o

oy
UFIDðy; tÞ½ �y¼ŷðtÞ¼ 0 ð3Þ

can be then used to reveal which voxels will be observed as

a function of time yielding,

ŷ tð Þ ¼ Ly

2
� cGacq þ d Dxð Þ=dy

cGexc þ d Dxð Þ=dy

� �
Ly

Texc
t ð4Þ

The resulting signal can be now expressed as,

S tð Þ / q ŷðtÞð Þei UFIDðy;tÞ ð5Þ

reflecting the space–time correlation that is inherent to

SPEN imaging. An explicit expression for the signal phase

UFID can be calculated by substituting Eq. (4) in the overall

phase term given in Eq. (2) to yield,

UFIDðtÞ ¼ �
cGexcLy

2Texc

cGacq þ d Dxð Þ=dy

cGexc þ d Dxð Þ=dy

� �2

t2 þ cGacqLy

2
t

� 1� Gacq

Gexc

� �
� FðDxÞ ð6Þ

where FðDxÞ denotes a function depending solely on the

Dx inhomogeneity offsets. Equation (6) implies that the

spin dephasing we are trying to avoid can be circumvented

altogether by carrying out the acquisition using

Gexc ¼ Gacq. Under this ‘‘full-refocusing’’ condition the

spins’ evolution will not reflect the effects of Dx at any

point throughout the FID, and not just at a single time

point, as in a conventional spin echo. With this gradient

condition given, Eq. (4) can be then used to determine the

total acquisition time Tacq that t should take, in order to

unravel the full FOV Ly : Tacq ¼ Texc. Notice, however,

that despite eliminating explicit Dx dependence from the

overall spin evolution, the resulting image is still not free

from the effect of field inhomogeneities, which will be

reflected in the reconstructed q ŷð Þ profile, as a distortion of

the voxel’s positions according to the y! ŷ� DxðrÞ
cGexc

trans-

formation. As mentioned, this effect can be traced to the

frequency distortions that the inhomogeneity will make on

the voxels away from their ideal cGy frequency values.

However, as both the excitation and the acquisition pro-

cesses use similar gradient strengths, identical shifts in the

coordinate axis will take place in both cases, and these can

be thus deconvolved by remapping the reconstructed ima-

ges based on ancillary measurements of the field inhomo-

geneities [19]. Also interesting to highlight is the fact that

deviations in the linearity of the effective gradients will

also affect the point-spread function—and therefore to

some extent also the voxels’ sizes—throughout the targeted

FOV. All this being said, the strength of this approach still

remains in the fact that SPEN is able to fully compensate,

throughout the entire acquisition, for the dephasing effects

imparted by the Dx evolution.

MRI Sequences

To test the performance of fully refocused SPEN under

extreme field inhomogeneities, two multi-shot SPEN

sequences were implemented and compared versus con-

ventional spin echo analogues. The first sequence variant

replaced the frequency encoding along a readout (RO)

dimension with a fully refocused SPEN (oriented along the

images’ vertical y-axis). The refocusing p-pulse in this

sequence was implemented in a band-selective fashion to

provide slice selectivity along the z-direction, while phase-

encoding (PE) was applied in a constant-time fashion to

encode positions along the horizontal x-axis (thereby
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eliminating in essence most distortions along this dimen-

sion). The resulting 2D SPEN spin echo sequence is

illustrated in Fig. 1b, as compared to a conventional 2D

spin echo analogue shown in Fig. 1a. Typical echo times

(TE) and other parameters assayed with both sequences are

summarized in the Figure’s legend. Notice that for the sake

of consistency very similar timing and bandwidth (i.e.,

gradient) values were utilized in the initial excitation stages

for both sequences; identical parameters were then used in

all remaining parts of the sequences, in sense of gradients,

timing, bandwidth, resolution and FOV. Notice as well that

although an interleaved multi-slice operation is in principle

possible in SPEN-based experiments [27], the spin echo

version illustrated in Fig. 1a can readily perform such

multi-slice acquisitions whereas its SPEN counterpart in

panel b is slice-selective but not optimized for multi-slice

acquisitions.

A second set of sequence variants is shown in Fig. 1c–d,

and is designed based on radial back-projection (BP)

sampling. The rationale in employing this scheme was that

while PE offers the most straightforward imaging alterna-

tive when dealing with small field distortions, BP—scan-

ning its data either purely in k-space or by SPEN—might

be a better option to highlight the performance differences

between the two encoding methods. Moreover, BP pro-

vides a more suitable starting point when eventually facing

extremely short T2
* values—not only in dealing with metal

implants, but also when contemplating solid state NMR or

EPR imaging experiments. Two comparable back-pro-

jected schemes where thus evaluated in this study: one

involving a conventional spin echo (Fig. 1c) and the other a

SPEN-based spin echo (Fig. 1d) scheme. In both cases, a

series of 1D radial readouts were used to encode the image

information—either in the frequency/k-space domain, or

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 1 Multi-shot 2D MRI pulse sequences compared in the present

study. a, b Conventional k-encoded spin echo and new SPEN-based

spin echo sequence proposed in this study. In the experiments

described below, both sequences were implemented with Npe = 128

phase-encoding steps; additional parameters included TR = 200 ms,

slice-thickness = 1 mm along the 3rd (SS) dimension achieved using

4 ms band-selective p refocusing pulse, acquisition time = 2.56 ms,

acquisition bandwidth = 125 kHz. Excitations used a 2 ms p/2 pulse

for the k-space sequence, and a 2.56 ms p/2 chirped pulse sweeping

over 102 kHz for the SPEN sequence. The acquisition gradient was

GRO = 9.78 G/cm for a, and Gexc = Gacq = 8 G/cm along the SPEN

axis for b. c, d Back-projection analogues tested to compare the

respective performances of k- and SPEN-based sequences. In these

instances Nphi = 180 projections were taken; remaining parameters

were similar to the ones used in panels (a) and (b). Image

reconstruction included: a 2D FT, b 1D FT along the PE and a

super-resolved reconstruction along the SPEN dimension [23], c 1D

FT along the RO dimension followed by a common BP reconstruction

of the resulting data set, d super-resolved reconstruction along the

SPEN dimension followed by a common BP reconstruction of the

resulting data set
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directly in r-space in the SPEN acquisitions. These were

then subjected to 1D reconstruction using FT for the

k-space experiments and super-resolution reconstruction

for the SPEN experiments; subsequent processing involved

applying the same projection-reconstruction scripts to both

sets of data. As this implies, being devoid from a PE

dimension that is substantially more immune to inhomo-

geneities than other forms of encoding, and owing to the

use of the same number of radial projections that were

subject to identical reconstruction algorithms, this com-

parison provides a reliable metric on the relative merits of

the two encoding modes here evaluated.

Experimental and post-processing methods

All experiments were performed at 7 T on a 300/89 Varian

VNMRS vertical microimaging system (Varian Associates,

Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) using a quadrature-coil probe

with a FOV of 30 9 30 9 46 mm3. Three samples were

examined in the study: (1) A plastic cross-shaped phantom

placed inside a 25 mm diameter tube filled with tap water

and containing a stainless steel rod ca. 1.5 mm in diameter

running through its center. (2) Two concentric glass tubes

20 and 5 mm in diameter placed in agar gel and containing

a stainless steel rod. (3) In vivo mice, with a titanium disc

(&3 mm thick, 8 mm in diameter) attached to their skull.

Animal experiments were carried out on healthy SCID

mice, and handling was done in accordance with protocols

approved by the Weizmann Institute’s Animal Care and

Use Committee. In order to simulate and assess the effects

of a metallic implant, the animal’s head was shaved and a

titanium disc was externally attached to the mouse skull.

All sequences were written in C-language and are available

upon request. Post-experimental data processing was

implemented using custom-written MATLAB� (The

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) software packages,

also available upon request. Image reconstruction was done

by applying conventional Fourier Transformation along the

k-space encoded dimensions (whether PE or RO), and

using the super-resolution reconstruction algorithm pre-

sented in Ref. [24] for processing SPEN data, with typical

super-resolution enhancement factors of 2. The radial

based sequences in Fig. 1c, d were subsequently subjected

to back-projection reconstruction, using MATLAB based

functions.

Results

Phantom investigations

Figure 2a, b present a series of phantom images acquired

using the conventional and the SPEN-based 2D spin echo

Cartesian schemes, shown respectively in Fig. 1a, b. Ima-

ges were collected as a function of position along the slice-

selective z-axis. A metal-derived artifact is clearly visible,

particularly in the neighborhood of the z = 0 mm position,

for which the rod-derived field distortion is maximal. None

of the assayed sequences is capable of eliminating these

strong effects, at least for the set of parameters (i.e., gra-

dient strengths, TEs) that were used. For the remaining

positions, however, it is clear that the SPEN-based

sequence produced fewer distortions than its k-space based

counterpart – despite the latter sequence’s reliance on

slightly higher bandwidths and shorter TEs than those used

by SPEN. The nature of the metal-derived distortions are in

fact of somewhat different appearance at these z = 0

positions, with a more noticeable piling-up of the signal

intensity around the metal rod in the SPEN-derived images

versus a metal-derived signal void in the conventional spin

echo. This is a manifestation of the full-refocusing ability

of SPEN, when coping with intravoxel T2
*-like decays.

Figure 3a, b present a second set of comparisons using

the same phantom, this time based on back-projected

imaging (sequences shown in Fig. 1c, d respectively). The

resulting comparison shows an improved performance of

the spatiotemporal-encoding scheme over its conventional

counterpart. Although streaking artifacts (characteristic of

using a limited number of projections) are apparent in both

sets of data, they are much less substantial in the SPEN

than in the k-derived images. As in the Phase-Encoded

results shown in Fig. 2, signal pile-up is more generally

evidenced in the SPEN-based images, as compared to

signal voids seen in the k-space encoded ones.

An additional evaluation of the PE and BP sequences

illustrated in Fig. 1 was done on phantom composed of a

stainless-steel metallic rod placed in-between agar-sepa-

rated concentric test tubes. The overall behavior observed

in these tests was similar to that already presented in

Figs. 2 and 3 and hence it is not explicitly shown; these

data are available upon request.

In vivo measurements

A series of in vivo scans performed on a healthy mouse

with a titanium disc attached are shown in Fig. 4. Axial

images arising from this construct (pictured on the right),

clearly evidence the distortions that this object imparts on

this vertically positioned animal; particularly directly

underneath the disc, and for a depth of ca Dz & 5 mm into

the head. Similar to the phantom models, remarkably

weaker signal dephasing effects are noticed in the spatio-

temporally encoded images (Fig. 4, bottom), as compared

to their conventional spin echo counterparts (Fig. 4, top).

In the latter case, both the skin and the topmost 3 mm brain

regions are missing, due to the presence of the metal disc
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(artificially superimposed on the processed images for

illustrative purposes). By contrast, apart from minor

weakening and distortion of the signal in some of the

z slices, the SPEN-based images provide faithful recon-

struction of both the brain, and of the skin tissues

throughout the imaged FOV. Similar results were produced

upon collecting sagittal images on the same construct

(images not shown).

Even more significant were the differences arising upon

employing the 2D back-projection radial imaging sequen-

ces on this in vivo model (Fig. 5). In this case the distor-

tions and signal voids in the k-space encoded images

appear to propagate to an even farther, distal region of the

brain. By contrast, only slight deformations affect the

spatiotemporally encoded images. Streaking artifacts

appear in both data sets shown in Fig. 5, and are related to

a certain measure of angular undersampling vis-à-vis the

back projection reconstruction scheme that was used.

These can be avoided by increasing the number of pro-

jections or by using more advanced BP processing

procedures.

The cross-sections illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 are

meant to give qualitative depictions on the relative merits

of the SPEN versus the spin echo approaches, for scanning

a targeted region in the neighborhood of the metals. A

complementary, semi-quantitative depiction of the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Comparison of multi-shot MR images of a metal-implanted

cross-shaped phantom shown at the right side of the figure and using a

Cartesian sampling scheme. a Results obtained from the k-space

encoded spin echo sequence illustrated in Fig. 1a; b Idem for the

SPEN-based sequence illustrated in Fig. 1b. Slices along the vertical

z direction were selected at the indicated positions by changing the

offset of the slice-selective RF pulses in the sequences. In both data

sets a and b FOV = 30 9 30 mm2; spatial resolution = 0.23 9

0.09 mm2 (along the PE 9 RO dimensions respectively). Other

experimental parameters are as delineated in Fig. 1. Cross-sections

on the left illustrate representative comparisons of each sequence’s

immunity to metal-induced distortions, as judged by 1D profiles taken

at the indicated dashed lines

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Idem as in Fig. 2, but upon utilizing the back-projected

sequence variants introduced in Fig. 1c, d. Projections were per-

formed by varying the x- and y-gradient strengths so as to provide

constant angular increments of 1�; strengths and timings were set to

yield a 0.09 mm spatial-resolution for each of these radial projections
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former’s higher immunity to metal-derived distortions,

follows from the plots given in Fig. 6. These plots illus-

trate, for the in vivo experiments introduced in Figs. 4 and

5, the relative intensities of voxels proximate to the metal

artifact, after normalization by the integrated intensity

displayed by equal-area voxels positioned far away form

the metal. As can be seen, for the two kinds of acquisition

schemes introduced in Fig. 1 (phase-encoded and BP), the

spatiotemporally encoded images display relative intensi-

ties that in the proximity of the metal implant are between

50 and 100 % higher than those evidenced by their spin

echo counterparts.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 2D Cartesian sampled images of a mouse head, to which a ca.

3 mm thick 9 8 mm in diameter Titanium disc has been attached

(picture shown on the right). For illustrative purposes, images were

artificially superimposed with the approximate location of the disc.

a Results stemming from the k-space based sequence illustrated in

Fig. 1a. b Idem for the SPEN-based sequence illustrated in Fig. 1b.

Scan parameters are identical to those involved in Fig. 2. Cross-

sections on the left illustrate representative comparisons of each

sequence’s results in regions neighboring the metal implant, as judged

by 1D profiles taken at the indicated dashed lines (red profile at red
line, blue profile at blue line). The differing intensities exhibited by

sets of images for the more distal regions of the head—e.g., for the

eye orbits in the Z = -2 mm slice—are reflective of the sequences’

differing contrast mechanisms (stemming in particular from the bulk

versus selective nature of the sequences’ respective excitation pulses)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 2D back-projection images of a mouse head, attached with a

Titanium disc as shown in Fig. 4. a k-space based sequence illustrated

in Fig. 1c. b SPEN-based sequence illustrated in Fig. 1d. Scan

parameters are identical to those involved in Fig. 3; cross-sections

were taken at the illustrated positions
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Discussion

While originally developed as a general method for col-

lecting multidimensional NMR spectra within a single-

scan, SPEN was also shown to have significant merits in

the field of MR imaging. Notwithstanding these recent

developments, similar encoding schemes were previously

investigated by Kunz, Pipe, Wong, Chamberlain, Shen and

co-workers, all of whom made use of frequency-swept

pulses for the spins’ excitation [17, 20, 21, 25, 26]. The

present study extends those earlier and our recent investi-

gations, to a more generic multi-shot context geared at

exploiting SPEN’s inherent refocusing capabilities. By

equating the bandwidth and duration of SPEN’s excitation

and acquisition processes, it is possible to generate a spe-

cial spin echo that refocuses T2
* dephasing throughout the

course of the data acquisition, and allows collecting images

under conditions that clearly limit the use of conventional

k-space based spin echo imaging techniques. While no

prior knowledge of the field distortions or inhomogeneity

maps is necessary in this case, these maps can still be

exploited to correct for the smearing-out and pile-up dis-

tortions that under sufficiently large inhomogeneities still

affect the SPEN images due to the aforementioned y! ŷ

displacements.

The choice of comparing Cartesian-based standard 2D

spin echo and spatiotemporally encoded variants was dri-

ven by the former sequence’s widespread use in 2D

imaging. Although shorter TEs could have been probed

upon setting up the experimental parameters used in Figs. 2

and 4, the selected values were chosen so as to obtain

adequate spatial resolutions while corresponding to the

kind and size of inhomogeneities that were being dealt

with. For this choice of parameters, the superiority of

SPEN readouts over their conventional k-space counter-

parts appeared very clearly. We envision that this superior

performance will remain valid, so long as the cDBo
. TE

product remains within the kind of unity values that were

hereby examined. Still, as field inhomogeneities grow

increasingly larger, one can expect the performance of the

p pulses, common to both encoding techniques, to degrade.

Eventually, it is plausible that sufficiently large inhomo-

geneity values will even complicate the gradient-switching

delays involved in these pulse sequences, thus preventing

the implementation of both the classical spin echo as well

as of the slice-selective spin echo involved in the fully

refocused SPEN sequence. To deal with such instances we

decided to extend the comparison among the relative merits

of k-space versus SPEN sequences to a different class of

experiments – this time involving radial back-projection.

As in the Cartesian case, the resulting images (presented in

Figs. 3, 5) provide strong evidence favoring the use of

SPEN. A further aspect of the BP scheme is that the fre-

quency-swept pulses can be used not only for the p/2 but

also for implementing the p refocusing events [17]; in such

instance, no gradient switching events would have to be

involved altogether. The resulting sequence is thus

expected to be highly robust – even against field inhomo-

geneities that are larger than the ones hereby probed.

Notwithstanding these promising results and the pros-

pects to extend them to volumetric MRI, a number of

issues should be considered when moving forward towards

clinical applications. One of these is the inherent reliance

of SPEN on frequency-swept pulses. These result in a bulk

p/2 excitation of all spins in the sample, thereby limiting

the use of short TR for slice interleaving, and hampering

fast volumetric coverage when multi-slice 2D protocols are

employed. In a recent report we described a number of

approaches that can be used to alleviate this constraint

(such as the application of storage pulses, or the use of PE

along the 3rd dimension), enabling rapid scanning of a

third dimension at no additional scan-time costs [27].
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Fig. 6 Relative integrated intensities evidenced by the 2D in vivo

images introduced in Figs. 4 and 5, for 2.5 9 4 mm voxels V1(x,y)

positioned in the proximity of the metal disk, after normalization by

the integrated intensities of analogous reference voxels Vo positioned

in the indicated distal regions. (Left) Results arising from the phase-

encoded experiments. (Right) Idem but for the back-projected data.

The same voxel positions Vo, V1 were taken for analyzing both sets of

imaging data. Notice the higher relative ratios afforded by the SPEN-

based acquisitions (red lines) for all examined Z slices, over their

conventional spin echo counterparts (blue lines)
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Another essential aspect of SPEN relates to specific

absorption rate (SAR) restrictions; in particular considering

its repeated use of frequency swept pulses, and the putative

presence of metals capable of concentrating the radiation

effects [28]. These issues are currently being explored with

a number of alternatives including the use of multi sta-

tionary points, parallel receive protocols, and small-angle

excitations. The feasibility of extending these concepts

towards imaging different classes of fast-relaxing systems

like those arising in solid state NMR and in EPR, is also

under investigation.

Conclusion

Previous studies had shown the potential opened up by

spatio-temporal encoding methods, towards the robust

acquisition of MR images in a single scan. The present

work extends these SPEN-based imaging concepts by

showing that superior multi-shot spin echo images can

arise from SPEN data collected under fully refocused

conditions. Indeed, by contributing to a refocusing of T2
*

effects throughout the signal acquisition process—instead

of at a single instant s as happens in conventional spin

echoes—these methods were found to be particularly

helpful for dealing with otherwise intolerable field distor-

tions. These characteristics were demonstrated in the

present work within the context of restoring image faith-

fulness in the proximity of external metal objects; such

restoration was clearly evidenced in both phantom- and

animal-based models. Additional work is currently in

progress, to explore the potential of these advantages

within the context of radiological investigations in the

neighborhood of human metallic implants. Moreover, we

envision that similar advantages can be brought to bear in

high-field investigations of other regions where magnetic

field homogeneities are challenged, including high-field

instances dealing with rapid changes in susceptibility dri-

ven by air/tissue interfaces.
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